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Wherever there is a group of people
working together toward . one end,
whether a bank robbery, 'business deal,
war, or church revival, there .is always
one of the group who takes the responsi
bility of leading the rest. A leader of
this type is usually chosen :1>ecause his

character is 1110re forceful than any of
the others, his

_

mind is more adept, his

knowledge is deeper and broader. I-Ie is

respected by his Followers because his

ideas will work when put to test.
.

O. U. students and faculty conlp�se
a group of workers which are divided

into. various organizations with chair
men, advisers and instructors takin-g
charge. Leading them all, however, is
Dr. Andrew B. Martin, As president of
the University, his task in leadership in

volves all that is necessary to maintain a

successful institution of learning. I-Ie
must build and guide and teach.

Dr. Martin is a small, sturdy man,

physically. When he' speaks, he does

not tower above his audience. In defi
nite contrast, however, his mind holds a

vast storage of remarkably brilliant gray
matter, which keeps him alert, deter-
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mined, and constantly aware of the school
that is his project and responsibility.
When he speaks, his thoughts and opin-
_ions are organized practicably; he is

never vague. He never "ceases his appeal"
to the students to look up, to reach

higher, to aim boldly at the worthwhile

aspects of human living ..

Being Irish, President Martin loves
a joke. His humor is accompanied by
a twinkle in the eyes that are so often
serious with problematic thinking. A

clipped Irish speech fits the deterrnina
tion of his personality.

Though the proud father of three

boys, r». Martin has a great desire for

a daughter. He "vas frankly disappoint
ed .when John was born. a boy. During
spare moments, Dr. Martin likes a few
rounds of: golf. He is ready for, a ham
and egg sandwich anytime, but is defi

nitely tired of green beans. The last series
of luncheons apparently displayed the
popularity of the vegetable once too

often.
Those who have heard Dr. Martin

speak a' number of times know that there
are two, or possibly three, outstanding
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phases of University training < in which
he believes' profoundly. He not only has
faith himself in 'his theories: of these

phases, - 'but : he proves :�theit: worth. for
others." . '.

First, of: all, President Martin con-
�
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stantly brings' to mind the' significance of
.the Christian ideal;' in the- lives, .of the
young- people :\vho' areibeirig 'edllcated· �
today.

I-Ie combines .this outlook with 'a
,i.

second phase', scholarship, the .impor-
tance of which is steadily becoming .F:�� ,

recognized and accepted.-·
In order that these two ideals' 111ay

not become something merely spoken iii
idle words, or dreamed about, he adds
a third phase. This consists of the prac-
tical application of religion to .everyday. :, ",,I
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'living. He proves
..
unmistakably that.

Christianity will. "work" if. given a'

chance.
.

Since Dr. Martin's arrival on the

campus of O. D., a:�;�g��'��,:many changes ";
-\ have taken place: and "."m�ny experiments " ':: .��
made. Dr. Martin; .however, is the first. .' - .;
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to deny than any successful experi- ': '"
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